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Abstract: Many authors suggest an explicit reflection on the levels of organisation, based on known
difficulties related to understanding biological systems. Yet, there is no scientific consensus on the
characteristics of biological levels and the quality of their relationships. This review intends to
present the state of the current discussion in order to establish an educational argumentation as a
basis for the development of learning environments and teaching experiments in biology education.
For this purpose, we conducted a systematic literature review. Three databases (BIOSIS, ERIC,
Fachportal-Pädagogik) were searched for literature on levels of organisation. The papers were
analysed by means of a qualitative content analysis based on the following research questions: (1)
Which levels of organisation do the authors name? (2) How do the authors describe the levels
of organisation? (3) How do the authors describe the relationship between different levels of
organisation? (4) How do the authors describe the challenges of these levels for biological education?
(5) How do the authors describe the benefit of these levels for biological education? Based on
the results, we propose a system of levels that features the concept of zooming-in and makes the
relationships between the levels explicit.

Keywords: biology; systems thinking; levels of organisation; review of literature; teaching;
teaching experiments

1. Introduction

“Systems thinking has become synonymous to developing coherent understanding of complex biological
processes and phenomena from the molecular level to the level of ecosystems”. [1] (p. 1)

A crucial part of systems thinking is identifying parts, processes, and their relationship to each
other [2]. On the one hand, levels of organisation support the conceptual separation of nested systems,
and on the other hand, explanations of biological phenomena require certain levels [3]. Despite the
importance of levels, scientists and students use levels differently.

When explaining a scientific phenomenon, scientists often implicitly jump between biological
levels. As shown in the quote from the renowned university botanic textbook Strasburger [4], they
switch between the organismic, organic, and cellular level: “Small herbaceous plants and delicate
organs of bigger plants (leaves, blossoms, fleshy fruits) owe their limited strength to the interplay of
turgor and wall pressure (turgescence). This becomes obvious when plants wilt” (p. 87; translated into
English). These implicit switches may be trivial for experts but are confusing for students.

Students confuse levels [5]; they often explain phenomena on only one level [6] or do not interrelate
concepts on different levels of organisation [7], which can also be called a lack of vertical coherence
according to Verhoeff [8]. Besides, students’ “misconceptions at one level can affect ( . . . ) (their)
understanding at other levels [9] (p. 310). These examples show that some of the students’ everyday
conceptions can be traced back to difficulties in dealing with levels of organisation. Insights into
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learning difficulties related to levels of organisation can be gained from publications on various
biological topics (Table 1).

Table 1. Publications that offer insights into learning difficulties related to levels of organisation
(according to [6], amended).

Biological Topic Publications

cell biology [9–16]
genetics [17–21]

physiology [7,22–27]
ecology [7,28,29]

evolution [30–32]

Based on known learning difficulties in genetics, Knippels [19] suggests the Yo-Yo learning and
teaching strategy. It incorporates the idea to make the levels of organisation explicit and to think to
and from the levels over the course of several lessons. Other authors have since proposed learning
strategies that focus on interrelating biological concepts using levels of organisation [6,33,34]. One key
feature of such strategies is making the levels of organisation and their relationships explicit [6]. The
aim of these strategies should be to foster horizontal and vertical coherence [6,8].

“Yet, in spite of the ubiquity of the notion, levels of organization have received little explicit
attention in biology or its philosophy” [35]. Therefore, teachers and science educators who intend to
incorporate these strategies into their learning environment are facing two problems: articles of science
education rarely describe the relationships between levels of organisation, and there is no consensus
on the quality and quantity of the levels of organisation.

Because the term levels of organisation is used, in both science education and biology with diverse
meanings, this article intends to present the state of the current discussion in both fields as the first
step towards common ground in terms of levels of organisation.

2. Research Questions

Based on the goal to find adequate levels for teaching, we examined:

1. How do the authors describe the levels of organisation?
2. Which levels of organisation do the authors name?
3. How do the authors describe the relationship between different levels of organisation?
4. How do the authors describe the challenges of these levels for biological education?
5. How do the authors describe the benefit of these levels for biological education?

To answer these research questions (RQ), we analysed papers retrieved in a systematic
literature review.

3. Material

A crucial step of a literature review is the search for relevant material. The process leading to
the identification of material worth analysing followed a method presented by Rönnebeck et al. [36].
Ideally, a review includes every article that offers insights into the research questions under review.
Therefore, to increase the chances of including relevant material, it is advisable to use very broad search
terms. This strategy comes at a cost: the majority of the first output has to be excluded later on. To
keep the number of the initial publications manageable, the decision has been made to use specialised
databases. By using the internal filters of the databases, non-peer reviewed articles have been excluded
in the first selection process.

Since the concept of levels of organisation is being discussed among both science educators and
biologists from various fields, it has been decided to analyse papers of science education and papers
published in biological journals. In order to minimise false-positive search results, we used three
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scientific databases that are specialised in the fields under review: ERIC (for English articles on science
education), BIOSIS (for English biological articles) and Fachportal Pädagogik (for German articles on
science education).

Due to levels of organisation being discussed in various fields, we used a set of keywords related
to levels of organisation: biology, levels, biological, organisation/organization, hierarchy. Depending
on the database, these queries had to be altered or translated.

For the second selection, we read the titles and abstracts of all articles included in the first selection
and checked for relevance for RQ 1–5. Some articles were still included for a full-text reading because
the relevance for RQ 1–5 could not be judged based on the abstracts. Articles with no statements on
levels of organisation have been excluded. Additionally, the reference lists of the selected articles have
been searched for sources not included in the corpus. Since only four articles have been added through
cross-references, the scope of the initial search seemed to be appropriate.

In summary, articles have been selected for an in-depth analysis based on the following criteria
(Figure 1):

1. Language: English or German (due to linguistic proficiency)
2. Type: articles in peer-reviewed journals
3. Date restrictions: none
4. Relevance: addresses levels of organisation
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the literature search and selection process.

The systematic literature research yielded a total of 36 articles. An overview of the selected articles
is given in Table 2.
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Table 2. Selected publications on levels of organisation grouped by field of research.

Field of Research Journals Selected Publications

Biology

American Scientist (Grene 1987) [37]
Biology & Philosophy (Craver & Bechtel 2006) [38]

BioScience (MacMahon Phillips, Robinson, & Schimpf 1978) [39]
Comptes Rendus Biologies (Auger & Lett 2003) [40]

Ecology (Rowe 1961) [41]
Frontiers in Physiology (Findlay & Thagard 2012) [42]

Interface Focus (Okasha 2012) [43]
Journal of Vegetation Science (Allen & Hoekstra 1990) [44]

Philosophy of Science (Egler 1942) [45]
Science (Novikoff 1945; Wright 1959) [46,47]

Studies in History and Philosophy of Biological
and Biomedical Sciences (Brooks & Eronen 2018) [48]

Synthesis (Wimsatt 2006) [49]
The British Journal for the Philosophy of Science (Feibleman 1954) [50]

Education
Science Education

Advances in Physiology Education (Lira & Gardner 2017) [26]
Education Sciences (Knippels & Waarlo 2018) [51]

International Journal of Science Education (Ferrari & Chi 1998; Flores et al. 2003; Jördens et al.
2016; Southard et al. 2017; Tripto et al. 2016) [2,6,10,12,30]

Journal of Biological Education (Dreyfus & Jungwirth 1989; Düsing et al. 2018;
Knippels et al. 2005; Marbach-Ad & Stavy 2010) [9,18,20,29]

Journal of Research in Science Teaching (Brown & Schwartz 2009; Duncan & Reiser 2007;
Songer & Mintzes 1994) [7,21,23]

Journal of Science Education (Ferrari & Chi 1998) [30]
Journal of Science Education and Technology (Wilensky & Resnick 1999) [5]

Journal of the Learning Sciences (Hmelo-Silver et al. 2007) [52]
Science Education (van Mil et al. 2016; Williams, Montgomery et al. 2012) [14,17]

Research in Science Education (Assaraf et al. 2013) [27]

Biology Teaching Unterricht Biologie (Ruppert 2018; Sommer & Harms 2010) [53,54]
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4. Methods

To ensure a systematic and orderly procedure, the analysis has been structured by means of a
qualitative content analysis (QCA) [55]. By applying the rules of the QCA, the process of analysing the
material has been built systematically. The results of the content analysis have been discussed in the
workgroup to ensure a discursive validation.

For RQ 2 (Which levels of organisation do authors name?), we developed a first system of
deductive categories: biosphere, ecosystems, populations, organisms, organs, tissues, cells. The
analysis revealed the following additional categories: earth, species, organ systems, biochemical,
molecules, proteins, chromosomes, genes, atoms.

For RQ 1, 3–5, categories had to be derived based on the analysis (inductive categories). According
to the QCA, the texts have been searched for statements related to the research questions. Afterwards,
these statements have been coded with inductive categories.

Our approach is best explained with an example. For RQ 1, we focused on descriptions of
the levels of organisation. Therefore, we selected statements that described properties of levels,
like: “The relationship between the components at these varied biophysical levels is frequently not
straightforward due to properties that emerge only at the level of the system” [12] (p. 2). These
statements would then be coded; in this case, one code would be Emergent Properties. Similar codes
were merged into one.

The findings will be presented in the next section.

5. Findings

This literature review intends to provide insight into the range of descriptions of levels of
organisation. Based on the research questions, the results of the analysis are being presented in
four sections.

5.1. Research Question 1: How Do the Authors Describe the Levels?

The analysed articles lack general descriptions of levels. Authors describe levels as being ordered
by complexity. Higher levels have a higher complexity than lower levels: “The concept of integrative
levels of organization is a general description of the evolution of matter through successive and higher
orders of complexity and integration” [46] (p. 209).

Additionally, the emergent nature of levels is being described, i.e., the circumstance that new
properties appear on each level: “If we now zoom back out from the molecular level [ . . . ], we can see
that novel properties emerge at each step, properties that are not present at the preceding level” [56]
(p. 3).

These new properties are formed through the interplay of system parts: “Each level of organization
possesses unique properties of structure and behaviour which, though dependent on the properties
of the constituent elements, appear only when these elements are combined in the new system” [46]
(p. 209).

If some properties exist due to the interplay of lower levels, then examinations of such properties
need to examine lower levels.

5.2. Research Question 2: Which Levels of Organisation do the Authors Name?

To answer this question, every article that explicitly names individual levels was analysed.
Terminological variations such as ecosystems and ecologic systems have been unified. Levels that are
named but explicitly rejected by the author were not counted. One example for an explicit rejection
is this excerpt of Rowe [41] (p. 422): “’Deme,’ ‘population,’ ‘species,’ ‘flora’—all highly abstract
taxonomic categories—must likewise be rejected as first-order objects of study.”

Authors name varying sets of up to 21 different levels, ranging from subatomic particles to the
universe. The following paragraphs will offer insights into the levels that authors of the fields of
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Biology and Science Education name. A detailed overview of the levels that each article names is given
in Tables A1–A3 (Appendix A).

5.2.1. Biology (N = 14)

In their papers, authors name the following levels (ordered by scale): subatomic particles, atoms,
molecules, organelles, cells, tissues, organs, organ systems, colonies, demes, populations, communities,
taxonomic categories (species, genus, family, order, class, phylum, kingdom), ecosystems, landscapes,
biomes, biosphere, and universe.

The most frequently named levels are: organisms, cells, ecosystems, organs, populations. The
least frequent levels are: earth, colonies, universe, atoms, subatomic particles (Figure 2).Educ. Sci. 2018, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW  6 of 22 
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Figure 2. Coding results for individual levels of organisation explicitly named in articles from the field
of biology (N = 14). The percentage refers to the number of papers that name the respective level at
least once.

5.2.2. Education (N = 22)

Since both articles on science education and biology teaching focus on levels in an educational
context, we have combined them into one group. Articles on science education and biology teaching
name the levels of atoms, molecules, organelles, cells, tissues, organs, organ systems, organisms,
populations, communities, taxonomic categories (species), ecosystems, biosphere, and earth.

The most frequent levels are: organisms, cells, molecules, organs and populations. The least
frequent levels are: atoms, taxonomic categories (species), biosphere, organ systems and earth. None
of the analysed papers name the levels of subatomic particles, colonies, demes, landscapes, biomes,
and universe (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Coding results for individual levels of organisation explicitly named in articles from the field
of education (N = 22). The percentage refers to the number of papers that name the respective level at
least once.

5.2.3. Summary

Taking all articles from the fields of biology and education together, the most frequent levels are
(starting with the most frequent): organisms, cells, molecules, organs, and populations. The least
frequent levels are: universe, colonies, earth, subatomic particles, and atoms (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Coding results for individual levels of organisation explicitly named in the analysed articles
(N = 36). The percentage refers to the number of papers that name the respective level at least once.

5.2.4. Range of Levels

The number of levels that authors name varies. The article with the most levels names 21, the
one with the least levels focusses on just two. For the field of biology, the mean is 9.4 levels. Science
educators name a mean of just 4.4 levels, with a range of two to eight levels. The lower mean might
be due to the fact that the articles of science educators are aimed at specific biological topics or
phenomenon, whereas the biological articles focus on the concept of levels in general.
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5.2.5. Science Education Articles Use Different Levels Based on the Underlying Phenomenon.

Articles on Science Education discuss levels of organisation in the context of different biological
phenomena. Therefore, we were able to group articles with similar phenomena. This resulted in a
set of five central fields of biology: physiology, ecology, evolution, genetics and cell biology. Articles
of each group were then analysed with regard to the levels they explicitly name (see Appendix A
Table A2 for further information).

The articles on physiology (N = 4) use levels ranging from molecules to the communities, with a
focus on cells, organisms, and molecules. Levels from atoms to the earth are featured in articles on
ecology (N = 3), but with a focus on organisms and molecules. While articles on evolution (N = 2)
mention only the levels of molecules, organisms, and populations, all of them are mentioned equally
often. In the context of genetic phenomena (N = 4), levels from molecules to populations are being
used. The levels of molecules and cells are named most frequently. In articles with phenomena of cell
biology (N = 5) levels from molecules to populations are being named as well. In contrast to genetics,
the levels of organisms and cells are named most frequently (Figure 5).Educ. Sci. 2018, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW  8 of 22 
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Colour density represents the frequency of articles naming the respective level. Articles which refer to
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5.3. Research Question 3: How Do the Authors Describe the Relationships between Levels?

In order to answer this question, we analysed how authors describe the relationship between all
or individual levels.

5.3.1. Dependence of Levels

Authors described either a one-sided dependence or an interdependence of the levels.
Feibleman [50], for example, describes a one-sided dependence when he states: “In any organization,
the higher level depends upon the lower” [50] (p. 63). Whereas, MacMahon [39] describes the
relationship as interdependent: “a given level may coact with other levels above or below it in the
series. All such coactions determine function. [ . . . ]” [39] (p. 701). The interdependence becomes
apparent when parts of a system are being removed. “Just as cells do not exist in isolation in the
organism, neither do organs or organ-systems [ . . . ]” [46] (p. 211).

In addition to levels being dependent from one another, authors describe five different types of
relationships or dependences between all or specific levels of organization:

1. The part-whole relationship,
2. The flow-of-information relationship,
3. The matter–energy relationship,
4. The coevolutionary relationship, and
5. The phylogenetic relationship.

5.3.2. The Part–Whole Relationship

Characterising for the part–whole relationship is the idea that one can view objects both as a
whole or part of a bigger whole, as described by Rowe [41]: “Each object will then constitute the
immediate environment of the object at the level below while forming a structural-functional part of
the object at the level above” [41] (p. 421).

The duality of parts and wholes is described by Novikoff [46] as: “What were wholes on one level
become parts on a higher one” [46] (p. 209) (Figure 6).
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Whether a structure should be considered part or whole is up to the observer, since “[ . . . ] the
question of which is parts and which is whole becomes merely a question of the level chosen for
analysis, for there is some level at which every organisation is a part of some whole and another level
at which it is a whole to its parts” [50] (p. 63).

5.3.3. The Flow-of-Information Relationship

“This kind of hierarchy, in which information flows between levels in both directions, as well
as between units within a given level, we may call a hierarchy of control”. [37] (p. 508)

“And again, it is the flow of information both horizontally and vertically that makes the
organism an integrated, working whole”. [37] (p. 508)

System parts of living organisms are interrelated through both the part–whole relationship and the
flow-of-information relationship. We may call the interplay of these two relationships the physiological
relationship in accordance with [39].

5.3.4. The Matter–Energy Relationship

The matter–energy relationship is described as follows. Since “[ . . . ] an ecosystem is a set of
organisms and inanimate entities connected by exchanges of matter or energy” [39] (p. 701), organisms
in an ecosystem are interrelated through the exchange of matter and energy. Both matter and energy
and the exchanging entities are part of the ecosystem.

5.3.5. The Coevolutionary Relationship

MacMahon et al. [39] describe coevolutionary relationships as interactions, “that affect each other’s
expected reproductive success” [39] (p. 701). The effect of such interactions can be positive, negative
or neutral.

“The combinations of positive, negative, and neutral effects on expected reproductive
success are embodied in the familiar concepts of competition, mutualism, commensalism,
etc. (Burkholder 1952). These are specific kinds of coevolutionary interactions”. [39] (p. 701)

Coevolutionary relationships can occur between different coevolutionary units. The coevolutionary
units are “organisms and multiorganism aggregations known as demes, populations, and
communities” [39] (p. 702).

In order to affect each other’s reproductive success, organisms not only have to exist in spatial,
but in temporal proximity as well. Coevolutionary relationships only occur between organisms living
at the same time. Yet, there are other relationships that occur between organisms that do not coexist in
the same period of time: phylogenetic relationships.

5.3.6. The Phylogenetic Relationship

Every organism is connected to others through a continuum of relatedness, in other words,
through common ancestors. “This continuum of relatedness is arbitrarily partitioned by a hierarchy of
terms (Figure 1). In the ideal case, the terminology will reflect levels of phylogenetic relationship. The
problems in the phylogenetic line are generally those of choosing appropriate characters to establish
levels. The characters should reflect [the] degree of difference. Certainly, there is no current consistency
in [the] application of terms. (Are two passeriform bird families as distinct from each other as two
araneomorph spider families?)” [39] (p. 702).

5.4. Research Question 4: How Do the Authors Describe the Challenges of Levels for Biological Education?

What are possible challenges researchers and educators have to be aware of, when using levels of
organisation for teaching? Only three of the articles analysed in this review mention such challenges.
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Knippels and Waarlo [51] reviewed cases of the Yo-Yo teaching and learning strategy (Yo-Yo-thinking).
In their study, they reviewed the articles regarding difficulties concerning the implementation of
YoYo-thinking. Knippels and Waarlo [51] found few descriptions of challenges. Only one of the articles
Knippels and Waarlo [51] reviewed offers insights into challenges: Van Mil et al. [14] reported that
their teaching approach was difficult for teachers.

However, what is challenging for students? Knippels and Waarlo [51] suggest that students might
confuse concepts of systems-theory and empirical part-whole entities. Accordingly, Assaraf, Dodick
and Tripto [27] point out that students focus on system components rather than their interactions.

The small number of challenges mentioned is countered by a multitude of benefits, which will be
presented in the next section.

5.5. Research Question 5: How Do the Authors Describe the Benefit of Levels for Biological Education?

Biological phenomena need to be examined on multiple levels. “Knowledge of the laws of the
lower level is necessary for a full understanding of the higher level; yet the unique properties of
phenomena at the higher level cannot be predicted, a priori, from the laws of the lower level” [46]
(p. 219). Since higher levels too need to be examined, at least three levels need to be dealt with,
“a focal level, a lower level, and a higher one” [37] (p. 512). Therefore, one should “utilize resources at
various levels, spanning these to determine appropriate loci for objects, processes, and phenomena,
and explicate their relations.” [49] (p. 17).

Levels can structure scientific problems and guide investigations. Since system parts are
interrelated, parts cannot be examined isolated from the system [46]. “Conventional levels of
organization are not scale-dependent, but are criteria for telling foreground from background, or the
object from its context” [44] (p. 7). Or, as Brooks & Eronen [48] (p. 1) put it, it is the levels’ “use as a
descriptive term that captures the relevant details of interest in a system.”

Levels not only help to focus on what is relevant with respect to a research question, but they
may also help to find answers because the analysis of mechanisms and functions requires different
levels. “To analyse a mechanism, we drop down one level. This is obvious when we consider that
analysis moves from the whole to its parts. For we should not expect the parts to be on the same level
of analysis as the whole of which they are the parts” [50] (p. 61).

According to van Mil et al. [14] (p. 524), in order to answer the question “How does it arise from
the underlying parts and their activities?” one has to analyse lower levels.

Yet, “to find the purpose of any organisation we would move up one level, for then we are
considering the organisation as itself a part of some higher and more complex organisation. We could
perhaps study the kidney and its functions without constituent tissues and without reference to the
somatic organism in which it plays a certain role or roles, but we would not get very far without the
introduction into our considerations of both adjacent levels” [50] (p. 61). Therefore, if the question is:
“What is its role or function, or how does it contribute to a larger whole? [14] (p. 524) one has to move
up one level.

6. Discussion

6.1. Summary

Based on common learning difficulties in biology authors like Knippels [19] and Jördens et al. [6]
they argue that levels of organisation and their relationships should be used in instruction and made
explicit. Yet, teachers and science educators who intend to incorporate these strategies into their
learning environment are facing two problems: articles of science education rarely describe the
relationships between levels of organisation, and there is no consensus on the quality and quantity of
the levels of organisation. In order to give teachers and researchers an overview of the current state of
discussion, we summarize:
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RQ 1: General descriptions of the levels of organisation were scarce. Authors focussed on the order of
levels and emergent properties.
RQ 2: Based on the analysis of N = 36 articles, it can be stated that there is currently no consensus on
which levels of organisation form a consistent system. Authors name different sets of up to 21 different
levels ranging from subatomic particles to the universe. Of the 36 articles reviewed, the most commonly
used levels are organisms (79%), cells (74%), molecules (65%), organs (50%), and populations (47%).
Additionally, we were able to show that articles on Science Education use specific levels of organisation
based on the phenomenon they focus on (Figure 6).
RQ 3: In addition to levels being depended on other levels, we found descriptions of four different
relationships between levels of organisation:

1. The physiological relationship (part–whole relationship and the flow-of-information relationship);
2. The matter–energy relationship;
3. The coevolutionary relationship; and
4. The phylogenetic relationship.

RQ 4: In the articles we analysed, authors rarely discuss challenges of levels of organisation. One
challenge we were able to identify was pointed out by Assaraf, Dodick and Tripto [27]: students focus
on system components rather than their interactions. Knippels and Waarlo [51] added that students
might confuse concepts of systems–theory and empirical part–whole entities.
RQ 5: Levels can structure scientific problems and guide investigations. According to the analysed
articles, this is the main benefit of the levels. Levels guide investigations mainly by focussing on
what is essential in relation to the research question. Mechanisms are to be examined in lower levels,
functions in higher levels.

By looking at the results from a bird’s eye view, we will now highlight and discuss the results.

• For RQ 1, we reflect on the nature of levels of organisation.
• For RQ 2, we discuss differences in names for specific levels, the usage of different levels based on

the phenomenon and differences in the order of levels.
• For RQ 3, we address whether levels are interdependent or only lower levels depend on higher

levels. Additionally, we focus on qualitative differences of relationships between levels.
• For RQ 4 and 5, we elucidate the challenges and benefits of levels of organisation.

6.2. The Nature of Levels of Organisation

“Yet, in spite of the ubiquity of the notion, levels of organization have received little explicit attention in
biology or its philosophy. Usually they appear in the background as an implicit conceptual framework
that is associated with vague intuitions. Attempts at providing general and broadly applicable
definitions of levels of organization have not met wide acceptance” [35]

Based on our review, we can confirm this statement of Brooks and Eronen. Articles answered the
questions of how levels are ordered, how they behave and relate to each other, yet did not explicitly
describe, what levels are.

Since the goal in education is an explicit reflection of the levels [6], teachers at some point will
have to address the nature of levels. We propose to introduce levels of organisation themselves as
zoom levels. Zooming is a concept that students are very familiar with. Zooming-in focusses on
details; zooming-out includes the context. Zooming relates to the idea that levels are “criteria for telling
foreground from background” [44] (p. 7). Similar to the Yo-Yo teaching and learning strategy [20],
zooming in and out should be guiding for learning environments.

Now, with a working definition of what levels of organisation are, we may discuss which levels or
organisation there are.
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6.3. Ordering Levels

Looking at the results of RQ 2, it is apparent that some authors [43,47,57] use the level of genes
instead of the level of molecules. Yet, explaining or understanding the causal chain from genes to
traits of organisms requires the use of not only genes but other molecules like proteins as well [14].
Therefore, the more general level of molecules should be used instead of the level of genes, since the
argument includes both genes and proteins.

Above the said level of molecules, Auger & Lett [40] name a biochemical level. Since chemical
reactions happen between molecules and atoms, for most phenomena, a distinct biochemical level
offers no benefit as opposed to the level of molecules and level of atoms. Furthermore, the biochemical
level focuses mainly on the (biochemical) processes, whereas the levels of molecules and atoms focus
on both structures and processes. Therefore, the levels of molecules and atoms may be more relevant
for an educational use.

In the last paragraph of Section 5.1., we were able to show that articles in the field of science
education often use different levels based on the phenomena the articles are focusing on. Authors
like MacMahon et al. [39] and Novikoff [46] draw attention to this selective use: Depending on the
phenomenon, levels “[ . . . ] might be skipped; e.g., for unicellular organisms, tissue-level relationships
are not meaningful nor is the deme concept appropriate for an asexual form” [39] (p. 700). According
to MacMahon et al. [39] (p. 700), the opposite may also be necessary since their “categories are not
exhaustive, but merely the most commonly used; others, such as sub-family or organelle, can be used.”
Novikoff [46] (p. 209) calls such sub-levels “mesoforms” and argues that the categories have soft
borders since “no boundary in nature is fixed and no category air-tight.” Hence, the levels required for
explanations depend on the phenomenon under examination.

Another inconsistency is the placement of taxonomic categories such as species between the level
of ecosystems and communities or populations as in [37,43,47]. Taxonomic categories are useful for
explanations of evolutionary processes, but they do not fit in a linear systematisation of levels beneath
ecosystems, because no taxonomic group is part of the ecosystem, only individual organisms are. This
will be further discussed in the following sections.

6.4. Levels of Organisation Can Be Related through Different Relationships

In Section 5.3. We analysed how authors describe the relationships between levels of organisation.
Feibleman [50] described lower levels being dependent on higher levels. Such a one-sided dependence
is incomplete because lower levels are as depended on higher levels as higher levels are on lower
levels. Cells, for instance, are depended on organs, such as lungs, blood, and vessels for oxygen. Levels
should therefore be described as interdependent. In order to grasp the inherent inconsistency of the
previously described order, a closer inspection of the different relationships is needed.

The physiological relationship, which relates to the level of organisms and the levels below the
organism, does not fit the whole range of levels. The parts of an organism are in physical contact
and therefore are perfect parts and wholes. Others, such as populations, are not in physical contact,
but they are related. Rowe [41] draws on this discussion when he argues that leaf (organ) to plant
(organism) is a different relation than plant (organism) to community. Hence, the relationship between
organisms, populations, and community is a coevolutionary relationship [39].

The coevolutionary relationship does not just connect the level of populations and organisms as
described by MacMahon et al. [39], but the levels below the organisms as well. A salient example is the
symbiogenesis, i.e., the genesis of eukaryotic from prokaryotic cells. The levels or units of coevolution
are what others, e.g., Dawkins [58], call units of selection. The principle of natural selection (PNS)
can affect even the levels of molecules. From the level of molecules, the PNS can be extended to all
subsequent levels like organelles, cells, tissues, organs, organisms, and populations [59]. For this
reason, the coevolutionary relationship should connect all levels between molecules and populations.

For ecosystems, the matter–energy relationships between the organisms of the ecosystem are
characteristic. Therefore, matter–energy relationships relate organisms, ecosystems, biosphere, and the
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earth. Yet, the matter–energy relationship not only interrelates the levels earth, biosphere, ecosystem
and organism, but the levels below the organism as well. Parts of a living organism continuously
exchange matter and energy, e.g., oxygen. This will be displayed in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. System of levels of organisation ordered by relationships for educational purposes based
on [39]. The system makes the relationships between the levels explicit and incorporates the idea
of zooming in. By distinguishing between the relationships, it is made clear which levels are apt for
which phenomena.

By looking back in time and focusing on relatives of decreasing relatedness, one explores the whole
of the kinship of organisms. Organisms are related to their kinship through phylogenetic relationships.

By focusing on the different relationships, it becomes apparent why communities and populations,
as well as species, do not fit between organism and ecosystems. Neither communities nor species are
exchanging matter and energy in an ecosystem. Only their parts, the organisms do.
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6.5. Levels of Organisation Can Be Formed, Based on Relationships

Coevolutionary relationships, matter–energy relationships and phylogenetic relationship form
different subsets with an increasing complexity of the same wholes (see Figure 7).

In a system, the relationships serve as ordering criteria for the formation of levels. The relationship
is the criteria to decide which parts of the system fall into the new category, respectively, the new level.

Starting from the level of the organism, one could move up to the next, more complex level. If one
focusses on coevolutionary relationships, that would be the level of the population. Part of the level of
the population would be all organisms of the same species that live in the same area and therefore are
in a close coevolutionary relationship. If one focusses on matter–energy relationships, it would be the
level of the ecosystem. All organisms that exchange matter and energy, as well as the non-living system
components, would be part of this level. Accordingly, if one focusses on phylogenetic relationships,
the next level would be the level of the species. The level of the species includes all organisms that
share a common ancestor.

Since the relationships determine the formation of new levels, their differences need to be examined
more closely.

6.6. Relationships between Levels of Organisation are Qualitatively Different

There are some qualitative differences between the relationships The frequently named emergent
properties of levels through the interaction of lower parts appear only within the (a) physiological
relationship, the (b) matter–energy relationship and the (c) coevolutionary relationship. Examples: (a)
The integration of structures and processes in cells cause new properties of tissues; (b) Through the
matter–energy cycles between organisms in an ecosystem, a limited amount of matter is sufficient to
support an ecosystem for a basically unlimited period of time; (c) Coevolutionary relationships, i.e.,
the interactions of organisms over time cause changes in populations.

At first glance, matter–energy relationships (b) and coevolutionary relationships (c) appear
similar because (c) often entails (b). Coevolutionary relationships like mutualism, predator–prey or
host–parasite can be described as matter–energy relationships as well but this is quite less or not the
case for competition between or within populations and territorial behaviour. To pursue matter–energy
relationships means being able to describe the circulation of matter and the flow of energy on different
levels of organisation. In an ecosystem, for instance, living organisms are interconnected by exchanging
carbon and its chemical compounds within the carbon cycle [19]. Coevolutionary relationships, by
contrast, emerge through mutual interactions between entities on different levels of organisation,
thereby affecting changes.

The levels connected via the phylogenetic relationship (see Figure 7) are just aggregations of more
and more organisms with a declining degree of relationship. Since the criterion is not interaction,
but phylogenetic relationship, it is not emergent in a sense that the parts form a new whole with
new properties.

Another difference exists in the degree of the interdependence of the levels. There is a strong
interrelation between the levels connected by the physiological relationship. Failure at any level
can cause severe damage to the organism. A lesser degree of interdependence is the matter–energy
relationship. The extinction of individual organisms may not destroy but change an ecosystem.

Organisms in phylogenetic relationships are not interdependent. Since living organisms would
not exist without their ancestors, one may call it a one-sided dependence.

6.7. Meeting the Challenges and Benefits

Knippels and Waarlo [51] stated that students might confuse concepts of systems-theory and
empirical part–whole entities and, therefore, have difficulties understanding emergent properties.
Understanding a system as just a sum of its parts undercuts the importance of the interactions.
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Assaraf, Dodick, and Tripto [27] pointed out that students focus on system components rather than
their interactions. Reflecting with students, which structures relate to which level might strengthen
these misconceptions. Thus, the reflexion should include the relationships. Since the relationships
are manifested through interaction between system components, an explicit reflexion might foster an
understanding of systems as being formed by interacting and interrelated components.

Ideally, levels may structure the investigation of biological phenomena, by guiding students either
upwards or downwards. Mechanisms are to be examined in lower levels, functions in higher levels.

7. System for Educational Purposes

Since levels above the organism cannot be stacked in a linear order, an alternative to the linear
systematisation is needed. MacMahon et al. [39] propose a system that places both taxonomic groups
and ecosystems side by side above organisms. It is based on the premise that the levels are related
through different kinds of relationships. Based on research questions 1–3, and [39], we propose a
system of levels for educational purposes (Figure 7).

The proposed system of levels of organisation is based on two premises: Zooming and relationships
between levels. Since there are qualitative differences between the relationships, the system reflects
these differences in its structure. The relationships can thus be made explicit. We propose that the
relationships between the levels of organisation should be part of meta reflexion in instruction too, in
order to foster vertical coherence [8].

This system also meets the needs of phenomenon specific levels. Depending on the phenomenon
or, more precisely, the research question, different relationships and levels have to be used.

8. Implications

Based on the results of RQ 1 to 5, we present a system of levels (Figure 7). Depending on the
phenomenon and the research question, different sets of levels and relationships are apt in school
settings. In order to teach the carbon cycle, for example, it may be fruitful to focus on matter–energy
relationships and to trace matter [29]. Making these different relationships explicit as in Figure 7
may help students construct causal connections between levels of organisation and therefore between
biological phenomena and their causes. Furthermore, the system may help teachers and researchers
choose the levels necessary for biological explanations.

Most notably, this is the first literature study to our knowledge on the use and implications of
levels of organisations in both biology and science education. Our results may help teachers and
science educators implementing levels of organisation into their learning environments and therefore
to identify parts, processes, and their relationship to each other, which are all crucial aspects of systems
thinking [1,2].

Systems thinking is described as a cognitive skill [1] that is much needed, to understand
interrelations and dependences in systems and demands students “to translate environmental problems,
such as water pollution, into a more coherent understanding of the environment” [60] (p. 519).
Understanding phenomena like water pollution or the carbon cycle as systems may be crucial to
peaceful coexistence with the environment [61]. Students who can understand their environment as a
system might be better equipped to evaluate its changes [62,63].

In our project, we analysed how authors describe levels of organisation. Based on our categories,
subsequent research could analyse, how authors think about levels of organisation.

We argue that the appropriateness of levels should be evaluated with respect to their ability to
foster students’ understanding. There is not yet valuable insight into the challenges of students with
regard to working with levels of organisation (5.4.). Further research should consequently focus on the
benefits and challenges of explicit reflection of said levels. Teaching experiments are currently being
conducted, based on the developed systematisation, in order to evaluate students’ learning gains and
difficulties with interventions that feature levels of organisation.
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9. Limitations

Nevertheless, there are some limitations of this paper we would like to address. The first one
concerns the databases and keywords used to gather the first selection of articles. By using relevant
keywords and databases, we aimed at a comprehensive collection of material.

Although due to the complex process leading to the identification of relevant articles, we are
confident about having sufficient material, there is still a possibility that we did not identify some
relevant papers. Different keywords or databases might have led to additional publications.

Another decision we made was to limit the language of the material to English and German.
Including other languages might have led to an even broader collection of material. To account for
these limitations, we tried to make the selection process as transparent and explicit as possible.

Furthermore, the proposed system of levels has not yet been empirically tested. As of now, it is
based solely on the current state of discussion about levels of organisation.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Biological articles and the levels they name. Some articles mention levels but explicitly reject certain levels. These rejected levels are being highlighted by
crossing them out.

[45] [46] [47] [41] [39] [37] [44] [40] [43] [42] Σ

Universe 1
World Biota Eco-Sphere Bio-Sphere Bio-Sphere 4

Regional
Ecosystem Biota Biom 3

Local Biota Local
Eco-System Landscape 3

Ecosystem Ecologic-Systems Ecosystem Ecosystem Ecosystem Ecosystem Ecosystem Ecosystem 8

Vegetation

Kingdom

5

Phylum
Class
Order
Family
Genus

Species Species Species Species Species
Biotic

Communities Community Community Community Community 5
Plant

Communities
Population Population Population Population Population Population Population Social groups 7

Deme Deme Deme Deme Demes 4
Colonies

1Kin-Groups
Organism Organisms Individual Organism Organism Organism Organism Organism/Individual Organism Organism 10

Organ-Systems Organ-System Organ-System 3
Organs Organ Organ Organ Organic Organ Organs 7
Tissues Tissues Tissues Tissue Tissues 5

Cells Cells Cells Cells Cell Cellular Cells Cells and cellular
products 8

Cytoplasma and
nucleus Subcellular Structure

Biochemical/Molecular

Organelles Organelles 5

DNA
Molecule

Chromosomes
Molecules 6Genes Genes Genes

Atom Atoms 2
Sub-Atomic Particle Sub-Atomic Particles 2

5 6 10 8 21 8 9 8 10 9
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Table A2. Science education articles and the levels they name.

Genetics Cellbiology Physiology Evolution Ecology No To-Pic Σ

[20] [21] [18] [64] [9] [5] [10] [14] [12] [26] [52] [23] [27] [30] [6] [29] [52] [7] [51]

Earth Global 2
Ecosystems Ecosystem 2

Species 1
Community Communities 2

Population Population Population Population Population Populations Populations Population 8

Organism Macro
(organismal) Organism Organism

Bodily
Level

(organism)
Organismal Organismal Organismal Organism Individuals

Phenotype

Organisms Individuals Organism Organism 15

Organ-systems Organ
system 2

Organs Organs Organs Organ Organ Organ Organ Organs Organ 9
Tissues Tissues Tissue Tissue Tissue Tissue Tissue 7

Cell Cells Micro
(cellular) Cells Cells Cell Cellular

Level Cellular Cellular Cellular Cellular Cellular Cells Cellular Cell 15

Subcellular Subcellular Subcellular 3

Molecule
Proteins

Molecular
(Biochemical)

Chromosomes
Genes

Proteins

Molecular
level

Molecular Molecular
Molecular Materials

Genotype Molecules
Biochemical

Gene Genes Genes Molecules 15
DNA

Atoms 1

4 6 3 5 4 2 3 6 5 5 2 4 6 4 3 8 4 5 5
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Table A3. German teaching articles and the levels they name.

[53] [54] Σ

Biosphäre 1
Ökosystem 1
Biozönose 1
Population 1

Organismus Organismisch 2
Organ 1

Gewebe 1
Zelle Zellulär 2

Organelle 1
(Makro-) Moleküle Molekular 2

10 3
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